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Abstract

The Action Semantics for UML provides a standard and platform independent
way to describe the behavior of methods and executable actions in object-oriented
system design prior to implementation allowing the development of highly auto-
mated and optimized code generators for UML CASE tools. Model transformation
systems provide visual but formal background to specify arbitrary transformations
in the Model Driven Architecture (the leading trend in software engineering). In
the current paper, we describe a general encoding of model transformation systems
as executable Action Semantics expressions to provide a standard way for auto-
matically generating the implementation of formal (and provenly correct) trans-
formations by off-the-shelf MDA tools. In addition, we point out a weakness in
the Action Semantics standard that must be improved to achieve a stand-alone and
functionally complete action specification language.

Keywords: Action Semantics, model transformation, MDA, UML, graph
transformation.

1 Transformations in the Model Driven Architecture

1.1 Towards the Model Driven Architecture

Recently, the main trends in software engineering have been dominated by theModel
Driven Architecture (MDA) [17] vision of the Object Management Group (OMG).
According to MDA, software development will be driven by a thorough modeling
phase where first (i) aplatform independent model(PIM) of the business logic is con-
structed from which (ii)platform specific models(PSMs) including details of the un-
derlying software architecture are derived bymodel transformationsfollowed by (iii)
an automatic generation of the target application code.
∗This work was supported by the Hungarian Information and Communication Technologies and Appli-
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The PIMs and PSMs are defined by means of the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) [21], which has become thede factostandard visual object-oriented modeling
language in systems engineering. Moreover, the recent inclusion of an action specifi-
cation language to the UML standard (Action Semantics for UML [13, 16]) seems to
become a breakthrough for tool vendors to develop highly automated and optimized
code generators for UML CASE tools (such as [11, 19]) with an executable action
specification language.

However, UML still lacks a precise formal semantics, which hinders the formal
verification and validation of system design. Moreover, several shortcomings of the
language have been revealed in domain specific applications as well. To provide formal
semantics, UML models are frequently projected into various mathematical domains
(Petri nets, transition systems, process algebras, etc.), and the results of the formal
analysis are back–annotated to the UML-based system model to hide the mathematics
from designers [3,10,28].

1.2 Model Transformations in the MDA Environment

As the upcoming UML 2.0 standard aims at rearchitecturing UML into a family of
individual languages built around a small kernel language, different kinds of model
transformations will play a central role for UML as well as for the entire MDA ap-
proach.

• model transformations within a languageshould control the correctness of con-
secutive refinement steps during the evolution of the static structure of a model,
or define a (rule-based) operational semantics directly on models;

• model transformations between different languagesshould provide precise
means to project the semantic content of a diagram into another one, which is
indispensable for a consistent global view of the system under design;

• a visual UML diagram (i.e., a sentence of a language in the UML family) should
be transformed into its (individually defined) semantic domain, which process is
calledmodel interpretation.

The VIATRA model transformation system VIATRA (VIsual Automated model
TRAnsformations [5, 28]) is a prototype tool that provides a general and automated
framework for specifying transformations between arbitrary models conforming to
their metamodel.

The main characteristics of VIATRA are the following:

• The precise theoretical background of the transformations is formalized by
means of graph transformation systems [20].

• From visual model transformation rules defined in a UML notation, VIATRA
automatically generates a Prolog program for the implementation [25].

• Moreover, the semantic correctness of transformations can be proven by model
checking techniques [26].
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Related work Other existing model transformation approaches can be grouped into
two main categories:

• Relational (or bidirectional) approaches: these approaches typicallydeclare a
relationshipbetween objects (and links) of the source and target language. Such
a specification typically based upon either (a) a metamodel with OCL constraints
[1,2,14], (b) textual mappings [9], or (c) triple graph grammars [22].

• Operational (or unidirectional) approaches: these techniquesdescribe the pro-
cessof a model transformation from the source to the target language. Such
a specification mainly combines metamodeling with (d) graph transformation
[6,10,24,27], (e) term rewriting rules [29], or (f) XSL transformations [7,18].

Unfortunately, none of these approaches provide a general solution for model trans-
formation when evaluated according to their (i) expressive power, (ii) precise math-
ematical background, (iii) efficient implementation and (iv) relatedness to industrial
standard.

• For instance, relational approaches providing bidirectionality might be conve-
nient for many simple practical transformations but transformations with delib-
erate loss of information (such as abstractions) cannot be expressed.

• XSLT based solutions do not have a precise mathematical background, moreover,
XSLT is very inefficient as a transformation language if our models are not trees
but complex graph structures.

• Graph transformation (and rewriting) based approaches fulfill requirements (i) –
(iii) but their concepts are far from the industrial standards which hinders their
acceptance in the UML environment.

Problem statement In order to facilitate the widespread use of model transforma-
tions with graph transformation as the formal background, we have to integrate them
into existing MDA standards and tools. In other words, academic tools (like VIATRA)
are useful for the experimentation and verification of model transformations, butthe fi-
nal (product quality) implementation should be integrated into the MDA approach and
the UML standard as much as possible.

Our contribution In the current paper, we aim at transforming model transformation
systems into standard Action Semantics descriptions to allow the automatic generation
of transformation scripts for various software architectures by off-the-shelf UML tools.
As a result, our visual but formal specification technique [28] based on metamodeling
and graph transformation may become the first approach to fulfill all the four require-
ments of general purpose model transformations in the MDA environment.

The structure of the paper The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
provides a brief introduction to the concepts and formal treatment of model transforma-
tion systems while Sec. 3 gives and overview of the UML Action Semantics standard.
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Then, in Sec. 4, which is the key part of the paper, we describe a general encoding
of model transformation systems into Action Semantics expressions. Finally, Sec. 5
concludes our paper.

2 Formalizing Model Transformations

2.1 Models and metamodels

Theabstract syntaxof visual modeling languages is defined by a corresponding meta-
model in a UML notation (i.e., a simplified class diagram), which conforms to the best
engineering practices in visual specification techniques. Models (defined in the form of
UML object diagrams) are sentences of those languages, thus each well-formed model
has to conform to its metamodel. Typically, models and metamodels are represented
internally as typed, attributed and directed graphs.

• On the metamodel-level (or class level), classes can be mapped into a graph node
and all associations are projected into a graph edge in thetype graph (denoted
asTG). The inheritance hierarchy of metamodels can be preserved by an appro-
priatesubtyping relationon nodes (and possibly, on edges). Class attributes are
derived into graph attributes where the latter may be treated mathematically as
(possibly partial) functions from nodes to their domains.

• On the model level (or object level), objects and links between them are mapped
into nodes and edges, respectively, in themodel (instance) graph(denoted as
M ). Each node and edge in the model graph is related to a corresponding graph
object in the type graph by a correspondingtyping homomorphism[4].

A sample metamodel and a simple model of finite automata are depicted in Fig-
ure 1.
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Figure 1: A metamodel and model of finite automata

Example 1According to the metamodel, a well–formed instance of a finiteautomaton
is composed ofstatesand transitions. A transition is leading between itsfrom state
andto state. The initial states of the automaton are marked withinit, the active states
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are marked withcurrent, while the reachable states starting from the initial states are
modeled byreachableedges.

A sample automatona1 consisting of three states (s1, s2, s3) and three transitions
between themt1 (leading betweens1 ands2), t2 (leading betweens2 ands3), andt3
(leading betweens2 ands3) is also depicted. We can notice that the initial state ofa1
is s1.

2.2 Model Transformation Systems

Thedynamic operational semantics of a modeling languageas well astransformations
between modeling languagescan be formalized bymodel transformation (transition)
systems(introduced in [28]), which is a variant of graph transformation systems with a
predefined set of control structures.

A graph transformation rule is a 3-tupleRule = (Lhs,Neg,Rhs), whereLhs
is the left-hand side graph,Rhs is the right-hand side graph, whileNeg denote the
(optional) negative application conditions.

The application of a rule to a model graphM (e.g., a UML model of the user)
rewrites the user model by replacing the pattern defined byLhs with the pattern of the
Rhs. This is performed as follows.

1. Find a matchof Lhs in M (graph pattern matching).

2. Check the negative application conditionsNeg which prohibit the presence of
certain nodes and edges in the model graph. Informally, if the match of theLhs
pattern can be extended to include the match of theNeg pattern then the original
match of theLhs is eliminated. Negative application conditions are denoted by
graph objects with a cross.

3. Removea part of the graphM that can be mapped only to theLhs but not to the
Rhs graph (i.e., toLhs \Rhs) in order to yield thecontext graph.

4. Glue the image of theRhs and the context graph to obtain the derived model
M ′, which means the creation of certain model elements (nodes and edges).

The entire model transformation process is defined by an initial graph manipulated
by a set of graph transformation rules (micro steps) executed in a specific mode in
accordance with the semantics (macro steps) of a hierarchical control flow graph.

A model transformation (transition) systemMTS = (Init, R, CFG) with re-
spect to (one or more) type graphTG is a triple, whereInit defines theinitial graph ,
R is a set ofgraph transformation rules (both compatible withTG), andCFG is a
set of acontrol flow graphs defined as follows.

• There are five types of nodes of the CFG:Start, End, Try , Forall , andLoop.

• There are two types of edges:succeedandfail .

The control flow graph is evaluated by a virtual machine which traverses the graph
according to the edges and applies the rules associated to each node.
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1. When aTry node is reached, its associated rule is tried to be executed. If the rule
was applied successfully then the next node is determined by thesucceededge,
while in case the execution failed, thefail edge is followed.

2. At a Loop node, the associated rule is applied as long as possible (which may
cause non-termination in the macro step). Only asucceededge may lead from a
Loopnode.

3. When aForall node is reached, the related rule is executed parallelly for all
distinct (possible none) occurrences in the current host graph. Only asucceed
edge may lead from aForall node.

Note that this CFG model follows the control flow concepts of the VIATRA tool.
However, the use of “as long as possible” kind of control conditions (and additional
negative application conditions) instead offorall nodes would almost directly yield the
appropriate control conditions for many existing graph transformation tools.

Example 2A pair of rules describing how the reachability problem on finite automata
can be formulated by graph rewriting rules is depicted in Figure 2. RuleinitR states
that all states of the automaton marked as initial are reachable (if the state has not
been marked previously). RulereachR expresses that if a reachable stateS1 of the
automaton is connected by a transitionT1 to such a stateS2 that is not reachable yet
thenS2 should also become reachable as a result of the rule application.

Note that without the negative application condition (the crossed reachable edge
in the left-hand side of the rule), the transformation might generate more than a sin-
gle reachable edge between an automaton and a state, which contradicts our intuitive
requirements.

According to the control flow graph, first we have to applyinitR in forall mode,
then reachR should be executed as long as possible. Since all edges in the control
flow graph aresucceededges, it is not explicitly depicted in the figure.
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S2:StateT1:TransitionS1:State

states
transitions

states

tofrom

reachablereachableLHS A1:Automata
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<<loop>>

Control flow graphA1:Automata
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reachable
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Figure 2: Calculating reachable states by graph transformation
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3 Action Semantics for UML: An Overview

TheAction Semantics for UML (AS) provides a standardized and platform (and im-
plementation) independent way to specify the behavior of objects in a distributed envi-
ronment. Basically, the user can describe the body of methods and executable actions
in an abstract language prior to the implementation phase by constructing a dataflow
like model.

Action specification An action specification consists of the following elements

• Pins: the input and output “ports” of an action having a specific type and mul-
tiplicity (a pin may hold a collection of values at a time if it is allowed by its
multiplicity),

• Variables: an auxiliary store for results of intermediate computations,

• Data flow: connects the output pin of one action to the input pin of another thus
providing an implicit ordering of action execution,

• Control flow : imposes an explicit ordering constraint for action pairs having no
connecting data flow,

• Actions: for object manipulation, memory operations, arithmetic, message pass-
ing, etc.,

• Procedures: provides the packaging of actions with input and output pins, e.g.,
for method body.

Action execution The execution of an action has the following stages in its life-cycle.

• Waiting. An action execution may be created at any time after the procedure ex-
ecution for its containing procedure is created. On creation, an action execution
has the status waiting and no pin values are available.

• Ready. An action execution with status waiting becomes ready on the comple-
tion of the execution of all prerequisite actions (that is all actions that are the
sources of data flows or predecessors of control flows into the action becoming
ready). The values of the input pins of the target action execution are deter-
mined by the values of the output pins from the prerequisite action executions
for actions via data flows.

• Executing. Once it is ready, an action execution eventually begins executing
(the action semantics does not determine the specific time delay (if any) between
becoming ready and actually executing).

• Complete. When it has finished execution, the action becomes complete. The
action execution then has pin values for all output pins of the action computed
according to specific semantics of different actions. After the output values from
a completed execution have been copied, there is no longer any way for another
execution to access the completed execution.
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Actions have no default orderings (like sequential execution as in traditional pro-
gramming languages); actions that are not implicitly ordered by data flow or explicitly
ordered by control flow can be executed either parallelly or in an arbitrary order.

Types of actions Specific semantics of different kind of actions can be grouped into
the following main categories (only actions relevant for the encoding of Sec. 4 are
enlisted).

• Computation actionsare primitive actions for mathematical functions (not de-
fined in the standard in details)

• Composite actionsare recursive structures that permit complex actions to be
composed of simpler ones providing means for basic control flow actions (e.g.,
LoopAction, ConditionalAction, GroupAction),

• Read and write actionsaccess, navigate, and modify model-level constructs
(such as objects, links, attribute slots, and variables)

• Collection actions(such as FilterAction, MapAction, or IterateAction) apply a
subaction to a collection of elements to avoid overspecification of control caused
by explicit indexing and extracting of elements.

Syntax of actions The Action Semantics standard only defines a metamodel (and
some well-formedness constraints) for the language without any restrictions on con-
crete syntax. In this respect, a well-formed action expression itself is a rather complex
object diagram, which is easy to process for CASE tools but extremely hard to read and
write system engineers. In fact, existing UML CASE tools with an integrated action
specification language have their own textual notations for describing actions.

Therefore, the encoding of model transformation systems will be presented in the
sequel on two levels: (i) first, in an own, self-explanatory pseudo action language to
understand the overall idea of the encoding (instead of sticking to any specific existing
dialects of AS tools), (ii) and then in a standardized way, by using object diagrams
(coping with AS technicalities).

Example 3In order to provide an overview of Action Semantics, a simple fragment
of an AS expression is presented in Fig. 3, which captures the behavior of a boolean
function testing whether the value of variablefactor is equal to the constant2.

• For this purpose, we should first read the values of the constant2 and the variable
factor into corresponding output pins by using AS actionsLiteralValueAction
andReadVariableAction, respectively.

• Then both values are transported to theargument input pins ofApplyFunction-
Action by correspondingDataFlow operations.

• Finally, ApplyFunctionAction applies the primitive function== supplied with
the previous arguments, and stores the results in itsop1 output pin.
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Figure 3: An Action Semantics expression forfactor==2

4 Action Semantics for Model Transformation Systems

In this section, we provide a general way to encode model transformation systems into
Action Semantics (AS) descriptions to provide a standard and platform independent
way to implement transformations in the MDA environment.

Ourgeneration techniquetakes the metamodel(s), and a model transformation sys-
tem as theinput, and generates a set of actions as theoutput. Theresults of the trans-
formationsare obtained afterwards in the form ofan object/collaboration diagram.

A naturalcorrectness criteriaof the generation process would be that the execution
of actions according to the Action Semantics standard should yield identical result with
(at least one trace of) the formal generation process driven by the model transformation
system itself starting from a given instance model. However, as the AS standard com-
pletely lacks any formal semantics, unfortunately, we cannot formally reason about the
correctness of our approach.

The overall idea basically follows the graph pattern matching techniques imple-
mented in the PROGRES [23] and FUJABA [15] tools in procedural and object-
oriented languages. The encoding consists of the following main steps (which will
be introduced in details as “Solutions” later on in this section):

• implementing graph pattern matchingby local searches in the user model based
on collection actions and navigation capabilities of AS;

• checking non-existenceof certain objects and links prescribed by the negative
conditions by a user defined function;

• adding and deleting graph objectsby using actions for object and link manipu-
lation;

• implementing rule application modesby various corresponding collection ac-
tions;
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• simulating the execution of the control flow graphby conditional actions and
explicit control flow restrictions.

The encoding will be introduced on our running example of the reachability prob-
lem of finite automata, which includes the handling of all major problems.

4.1 Encoding the control flow graph

The handling of the control flow graph consists of modeling rule applications in a
certain mode and defining the sequence of consecutive transformation steps.

Solution 1 For each rule applied inloop or forall mode, a GroupAction is generated,
while a ConditionalAction is generated for a rule applied intry mode.

Solution 2 The sequence of rule applications are defined by explicit ControlFlow re-
strictions set upon the sequence of corresponding rule actions.

As only succeededges may lead fromloop andforall nodes of a CFG such rules
are modeled by GroupActions, which is simply a collection of subactions. However,
in case oftry rules, the CFG branches depending on the success of rule application,
thus the corresponding action of atry rule must return whether the application of the
rule was successful or not. After that, the composite actions of rules can be simple
connected by ControlFlow objects in accordance with the CFG.

Example 4The control flow graph of our reachability example is depicted in the AS
notation in Fig. 4 stating that the execution of GroupActioninitR should precede the
execution ofreachR action.

initialR :
GroupAction

 : ControlFlow reachableR :
GroupAction

predecessor successor

forall( initialR); loop( reachableR)

Figure 4: Control flow restrictions

4.2 Action semantics for pattern matching

The implementation of a graph pattern matching algorithm within Action Semantics
is the central part of the entire encoding. The main challenge relies in the fact that
graph transformation tools are traditionally control-oriented with global (constraint-
based) graph pattern matching algorithms while Action Semantics provide a data flow
based specification technique allowing only local navigations for pattern matching al-
gorithms.
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In addition, the encoding of pattern matching depends on the rule application mode,
thus, the same rule may have different AS representations when applied in different ap-
plication modes.Loopandtry modes are handled almost similarly (loopmode is based
upontry mode, since a rule is tried to be applied once as long as possible and the next
application depends on the applicability of the current one), and they differ essentially
from the behavior offorall mode (where rule applications are executed parallelly for
each matching).

In the sequel, we discuss the encoding of a rule applied inforall mode on the
demonstrative example of Algorithm 1 forinitR, while the pseudo encoding ofreachR
is shown in Algorithm 2 with detailed explanations given later in the current section.
(Note that node identifiers in rules correspond to variables to ease the comparison of
graph transformation rules with their pseudo AS representation.)

Algorithm 1 EncodinginitR in a pseudo action specification language
1: GroupAction Automaton::initR() =
2: Variablea1, s1, S1;
3: a1= ReadSelfAction();
4: if ReadIsClassifiedObjectAction(Automaton, a1) then
5: {S1} = ReadLinkAction(a1, initial) ;
6: for all s1∈ {S1} do {MapAction; parallel execution}
7: if ReadIsClassifiedObjectAction(State, s1) then
8: if ¬ testLink(a1, reachable, s1) then
9: CreateLinkAction(a1, reachable, s1);

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: end if

Starting point of pattern matching The first step, which is to find the starting point
for pattern matching is, in fact, identical for all modes.

Solution 3 The starting point of the pattern matching is identified by the instance re-
trieved by aReadSelfAction executed on an instance of the model class (i.e.,Au-
tomaton in our example) and stored in a variable (see Line 3 in Algorithm 1).

As for the AS representation, a data flow is required to connect the output pin of
ReadSelfAction with the input pin ofAddVariableValueAction action. We must also
specify that the previous value stored in the variable should be overwritten by setting
the isReplaceAll variable to true. Note that matching instances of LHS graph nodes
will be stored in AS variables (later on as well).

Example 5The AS representation of Line 3 in Algorithm 1 is depicted in Fig. 5. We
expect to retrieve anAutomaton instance stored in variablea1.
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 : ReadSelfAction  : OutputPin  : DataFlow

 : InputPin : AddVariableValueActiona1 : Variable

isReplaceAll = true

result source

destination
variable

value

a1 = ReadSelfAction()

Figure 5: Starting point of pattern matching

Type checking of objects Our next problem to be solved is to visit only type con-
forming objects when matching patterns.

Solution 4 When a new object is obtained at any time during pattern matching (i.e.,
matched to a corresponding node in the graph transformation rule), we immediately
test whether it has a conforming type (conformant to the type of the graph node). See
Lines 4 and 7 in Algorithm 1 as examples.

This testing is performed by aConditionalAction with a test clause consisting of
a singleReadIsClassifiedObjectAction. The test actionReadIsClassifiedObjec-
tAction (checking whether an object is an instance of a certain class) has to return a
boolean value on its output pin, which serves as the test output for the test clause in
the meanwhile. If value retrieved by the test subaction of a clause is true then the
body action of the clause can be executed (which consists of further actions of pattern
matching in our case).

Example 6The AS representation of Line 7 in Algorithm 1 is depicted in Fig. 6. We
check whether the value stored in variables1 is an instance of the classAutomaton.
Naturally, we first have to get this value from the variable by aReadVariableAction
connected to the input pin ofReadIsClassifiedObjectAction by a data flow.

Navigating links The core operation of graph pattern matching in a UML environ-
ment is the navigation of links.

Solution 5 When a certain object is matched, the neighbors of the object (connected
by links corresponding to the edge types in the graph transformation rule) are obtained
by navigating links (Line 5 in Algorithm 1). This navigation results in a single object
or a collection of objects stored in a variable.

A navigation of a link in AS (by applyingReadLinkAction) means that

• the exactly one end object (called the source object) of a link is already known
(i.e., at most oneLinkEndData may have an associated single value on its in-
put pin), while the target end of the link should be unknown yet (naturally, an
association can be navigated in both directions if allowed by the metamodel);
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if : ConditionalAction

then : Clause

clause

 : ReadIsClassifiedObjectAction

 : OutputPin

testOutput
result

s1 :
Variable

State :
Class

 :
ReadVariableAction

 : OutputPin

 : InputPin

 :
DataFlow

destination

source

input classifier

resultvariable

if ReadIsClassifiedObjectAction(s1, State) then ...

test

... : Action

body

Figure 6: Checking types of objects

• the link should correspond to a certain association (also defined by theLinkEnd-
Data);

• as a result of the navigation a single object or a set of objects is retrieved (de-
pending on multiplicities of the association and the topology of interconnected
objects), and stored in a variable.

Example 7The AS representation of Line 5 in Algorithm 1 is depicted in Fig. 7. We
read the value of variablea1 into the input pin of oneLinkEndData corresponding to
an association end of theinitial association. When theReadLinkAction is executed the
result is written into variableS1(variables with a capital initial will store a collection
of objects in the sequel).

Rule application mode specific processing of collectionsThe processing of collec-
tions obtained from navigating links depends on rule application modes.

Solution 6 When processing a collection for the pattern matching of a rule applied in
forall mode (see Line 6 in Algorithm 1), each element in the collection must be pro-
cessed independently from each other, thus subsequent actions in the pattern matching
process should be applied for each of them. For this reason, aMapAction is required
in AS.

Solution 7 When processing a collection for the pattern matching of a rule applied in
try or loopmode (see Lines 9, 12 and 15 in Algorithm 2), each element in the collection
must be processed sequentially (thus anIterationAction is required in AS); however,
the next element in the collection needs to be processedonly if no complete matching
has been found successfully so far (first boolean condition in Lines 10, 13 and 16).
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Algorithm 2 EncodingreachR in a pseudo action specification language
1: GroupAction Automaton::reachR() =
2: VariableisApplicable, a1, s1, S1, s2, S2, t1, T1;
3: AddVariableValueAction(isApplicable, T);
4: while isApplicabledo {LoopAction}
5: AddVariableValueAction(isApplicable, F);
6: a1= ReadSelfAction();
7: if ReadIsClassifiedObjectAction(Automaton, a1) then
8: {S1} = ReadLinkAction(a1,reachable);
9: for all s1∈ {S1} do {IterateAction, sequential execution}

10: if ¬isApplicable ∧ ReadIsClassifiedObjectAction(State, s1) ∧
testLink(a1,states, s1) then

11: {T1} = ReadLinkAction(s1,source);
12: for all t1∈ {T1} do {IterateAction; sequential execution}
13: if ¬isApplicable∧ ReadIsClassifiedObjectAction(Transition, t1) ∧

testLink(a1,transitions, t1) then
14: {S2} = ReadLinkAction(t1,target);
15: for all s2∈ {S2} do {IterateAction; sequential execution}
16: if ¬isApplicable∧ ReadIsClassifiedObjectAction(State, s2) ∧

testLink(a1,state, s2) then
17: if ¬ (testLink(a1,reachable, s2)) then {Neg. condition}
18: AddVariableValueAction(isApplicable, T);
19: CreateLinkAction(a1,reachable, s2);
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for
23: end if
24: end for
25: end if
26: end for
27: end if
28: end while
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Figure 7: Navigating links

Solution 8 In both cases, the current element of the collection (corresponding to a
matching of a certain node in the LHS of the rule) is stored in a variable. If the col-
lection is empty then none of the subactions are executed thus this instantiation can be
omitted.

Example 8In the AS representation (see Fig. 8 for Line 6 in Algorithm 1), we first read
the collection variable (ReadVariableAction) S1into the input pin ofMapAction with
a further constraint stating the value contained by thesubinput (output) pin should be
stored in the variables1(AddVariableValueAction).

A weakness in the standard: Testing the existence of linksAt the current point, we
give explanation for Line 8 in Algorithm 1, which will demonstrate a major weakness
in the AS standard.

When all the nodes of the LHS are instantiated by objects, we have to test the
existence of links between these objects prescribed by edges in the LHS that have not
been visited by navigation (or the non-existence of links in case of negative conditions).
For efficiency reasons, such tests should be performed as soon as possible.

Example 9For instance, in Line 8 of Algorithm 1, we check the negative condition that
there must not be any existingreachable link between the automaton object stored in
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Figure 8: Implementing application modes (forall)

variablea1 and the initial state object stored ins1 by executing the boolean function
testLink(a1, reachable, s1).

Problem 1 The existence of a link of a certain type relating two given objects cannot
be tested within AS.

FunctiontestLink can beusedin UML models with AS expressions, but it cannot
be implemented by predefined actions of AS since a user function can bedeclared
(with a signature specification) within AS as an action, but they cannot bedefined(no
specification of semantics). Typically, this action is implemented in every UML CASE
tool with an action specification language; however, it is not part of the standard, which
is very unfortunate.

Solution 9 Thus, the standard should be extended with aTestLinkAction with two
LinkEndData (both required to store an associated object on its input pin) as storing
the input and a boolean valued output pin.

Without such an extension to the standard, the implementation of the external math-
ematical function atestLink will be CASE tool dependent and does not fit well to the
generality of our approach.

4.3 Manipulating links and objects

Finally, after a successful pattern matching phase, objects and links are to be manipu-
lated according to the difference of the LHS and the RHS of a rule.

Solution 10Whenever a transformation rule prescribes
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• theaddition of an object, aCreateObjectAction is executed and the created object is
stored in a new variable;

• the deletion of an object, a DestroyObjectAction is executed on an object retrieved
from the corresponding variable;

• theaddition of a link, aCreateLinkAction is executed to create a link of a certain type
between the objects read from the corresponding variables;

• the deletion of a link, a DestroyLinkAction is executed to destroy a link of a certain
type between the objects read from the corresponding variables.

 : CreateObjectAction State :
Class

 : OutputPin : DataFlow

 : InputPin  : AddVariableValueAction s1 :
Variable

classifier

resultsource

destination

value variable

s1 = CreateObjectAction(State)
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Figure 9: Creating objects and links

Example 10The AS encoding of link creation in Line 9 of Algorithm 1, and an imag-
inatory creation of aState object is demonstrated in Fig. 9.

• When a newState object is created (upper part of Fig. 9) byCreateObjectAction it
is directly passed toAddVariableAction by a data flow connection to store the new
object in variables1.

• When areachable link is created between objectsa1 (of typeAutomaton) ands1(of
typeState), aCreateLinkAction is executed wherevaluesof bothLinkEndCreation-
Data are specified by data flows from the correspondingReadVariableActions, while
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the endsof both LinkEndCreationData are defined by the related association in the
metamodel.

5 Conclusions

In the paper, we presented a method to automatically implement model transformations
specified on a very high abstraction level by metamodeling techniques and graph trans-
formation rules by mapping them into UML Action Semantics expressions. The main
advantage of our approach is that visual but mathematically precise model transforma-
tions can be directly encoded inthe standardaction specification language of the MDA
(and UML) environment thus providing a smooth integration of formal specifications
and industrial standards. The entire encoding was demonstrated on a small example
(reachability analysis of finite automata) which was still rich enough to cover all the
basic rules of our encoding.

Our approach conceptually followed the graph pattern matching algorithms of the
PROGRES [23] and (especially) FUJABA [15] systems. Instead of global, constraint
satisfaction based searches (such as [12]), the matching pattern is searched locally by
navigating through links between objects. Meanwhile, from a strict theoretical point of
view, global strategies can be more efficient than local searches, practical experiences
in the previous graph transformation systems demonstrated that pattern matching by
navigation is very efficient in most practical cases, moreover it fits better to the object-
oriented nature of UML and AS.

During our encoding, we also discovered a weakness in the Action Semantics (test-
ing the existence of links of a certain type between two objects) standard that should
be fixed in order to obtain a fully functional navigation language for actions.
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